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DEMOCRACY IN INDUSTRY AND FINANCE

Looking back over the past five years it is obvious that a reaction
has set ~n against acute centralization of industrial control.

The demand

has been more and more insistent for greater democracy in industry and in
finance.

The voices of the investor and the worker (Lot to mention the

consumer) have been heard with increasing persistence.

The legislation of

the past few years has been a partial response to that demand.

I feel that

the solution of current industrial and financial problems is to be found in
large measure through democratization of industry and finance.

In examin-

lng this thesis today I want to emphasize the fact that I am not speaking
from the viewpoint of the Securities and Exchange Commissior. and its role
in the regulation of financial markets.
question

Rather, I want to look at this

as one of the greater economic problems of today and tomorrow with

which we in government have a deep concern and you in finance have a vital
and abiding interest.
,

Today I am gratified at this opportunity to discuss with you a few of
those problems which arise when we think in terms of democracy in industry
and more particularly of democracy in finance.
First:

As we all know a non-competitive condition prevails in large

segments of the business of Lnve s tment, banking.

Writing in January of this

year Joseph P. Kennedy said:
"Today we see on all sides the evils of investment bankers serv.

,

ing on industrial corpor.ations. If our premise be valid, this practice must end, and I venture to predict that it will be outlawed.
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company

and a st eted maximum

price to the public.
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In its broadest

phases, the investment

bankill~ problem reaches ou~

beyond the mere question of pricing and of strikill~ a fair bargaining
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with the basis of economic
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The question

then hinges, to a lar~e extent, upon requiring

underwriter

be true to his real function,

and, hence,
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t l.e
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of

very

bring no good
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of
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student
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and often does not, except for such studies as may cover the

short period

tory.

that the

and semi-holding

by bringing

companies.

The prob lem is to make the issuer on the one hand and 'the distribu'tor
and 'the retailer

on 'the other independent

done, the underwriter
all the constructive

o~ the underwriter.

would fulfill the true function
features

of an insurer,

that go with a risk-taking

come closer to providing 'an independent

If that were

function.

with
It should

middle man who would stand between
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the buyer and the seller ~nd re~resent
needed is seaeone to ?revent
securi~ies.
" II.arlj:et"
,

the public

e conon.Lca Lj.y wasteful

Only theoreticians

benerally.
issuance

What 1s

and sale of

can leave t~is task to the forces 9f the

for the market i!oo often likes the wrong thing at the wrong time.

And there are always a number of people willing

to oblige

b~ cultivating

such wrong predilections.
To be sure, this course mi~ht tend to slow up the process;
"lake it much more diseri!':inatina and, r-ossibl~',somewhat
expensive.
doubtless

will require

a number of im~ortant

changes

among which is the in~rease of capital

underwri tinge

either by themselves
cOMpeti~ive

or in conjunction
conditions,

resources

available

with the banking

these new sources

for

by other
houses.

should be

found.

,Thir~:

All current

indicia make clear that the position

will in years ahead be more and more restricted
of the two functions

I have mentioned,

Insofar as management,
control

It

in the banking maehin-

the as sumj-t Lon of such functions

This might entail

But given supervised
readily

more iJl.mediatel,y

But that it will Fay in the long run, seems reasonable.

ery, foremost

a~encies,

certainly

formulation

over reorganizations

will be superseded.
over such processes

to the performance

namely either underwritin~

of industrial

are concerned,

The financial

of the banker

policies,

of one
or selling.

domination

it is-my belief that the banker

power which he has exercised

will pass Into other hands.

in the past

It is not merely

a ques-

tion of findine some other agenc~ or single group which wIll perform
functions.

It is a question

of finding proper and ade~uate

passin~

that power back to the owners of industry,

longs.

The key to the solution

found in large ~easure

of current

in a process

or

devices

where it properl~

industrial

of democratization

problems

its
for
be-

is to be

of industr~.
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New tools to express
found.

and serve the investors'

One current development

indenture

trustees.

ing wholesome

of foremost

Enlightened

influences

indenture

cannot be taken without necessary

tempting

opportunities

for aggrandizement

of those who are in a dominant

position

to purge these trustees

or defeated

by the pressure

holders.

precautions

This step,

against

the ever

in our financial

of conflicting

interests

Measures

cannot be thwarted

of the trustees.

or vision.to

other competent

empires.

reach

undertake

and reliable

the exacting

agencies will

The fact is that the job must and can be done.

The Vitalization

of the indenture

steps in the prograv. of democratization
you well know, we have a practical

trustee is only one of the necessary
in industriai

usurpation

body of investors which can only be described
present situation
a small number

is a carry-ov~r

of security

a nation of investors.
representation
management.

The problem

as financial

of the board of directors

royalism.

Our

age when there were only

is how to ach Leve s o.ue form of real

holders who are not associated

stockholders

with the

of the position

are entitled

of pre-

to elect a

after a stated number of dividend

then they shOUld have real representation

When the old management

Today, as

It should not apply when we are today

One phase of this is an implementation
If preferred

control.

of the rights of the great

from a previous

holders.

for those security

ferred ~tockholders.

faults,

of

trustees will be found exercis-

of the sheer self-interest

tasks of their new stewardship,

majority

is vitalization

and power which are within

Should they at any time lack the foresight

be found.

importance

in the cause of the security

however,

designed

interests have to be

de-

from such directors.

stays in control of the proxy ~achine.

the preferred
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stock is not given real protection.

If ~he preferred stock is sold on the_

theory that it will assume control of the corporation 1f the dividends are
not paid, then some method must be devised to make this control a real thing.
Another phase of this problem relates to obtaining directors who will rep~
resent the public ~nterest.

This involves a reconsideration of the basis

of directors_' compensation and of the practice of directors acting on many
boards.

Poss~ble solutions may exist in the principle of rotation of ,di-

rectors and the creation of,s0-9alled public directors.

Advances in-the

same direction can be made thr,ough a series of related proposals.. The elllll_
ination of non-votj,n€ titock Is,one.
they are currently known is another.

The ellmination of voting trusts as
The latter are merely the apotheosis

of the process of divesting the stockholders who own the company from control of or any voice in the affairs of the company~

They afford pronoters

convenient devices for eating the cake and havin-s it too.

They merely

make the stockholder an easier prey to whatever pressures are brought upon
him by mana~effientor other dominant groups, whose Fower the stockholder is
rarely in a position to challenge.

If the corporation really needs con-

tinuity of personnel and policies, there are other ways by which to attain
them.

In sum the voting trust as cu~rently ooserved is little more t~an a

vehicle for corporate kidnapping.
Another or complementary method o~ reaching the same objective
may be the development of sDme permanent national or~anization to
which grievances could be carried and which could effective~y intervene.

Through such an agency views of the real owners of these

enterprises could be articulated.

V~$t

They could_be influential in as-

suring that management policies were-dictated in the public Inter~st
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and in the interest of investors and not in terrr-sof the immediate ana
selfish interests of the man agement.,

The investors who today are by and

large orphans of our financial economy must by some such methods be provided with adequate repres~ntatlon.

Perhaps industry rather than govern-

ment can provide it.
You know better than I the basic needs for such represent~tlcn.

You

have seen it in oppressive plan~ for merJers and consolidations; in bold
but selfish endeavors to depri~e preferred stock of its accumulated dividends; in inequitable plans for recapita+ization; in rr-anagementcontracts
and bonus arfangements which put a premium on inventory an~ other specula_
tioni and in vicious and unsound l~~or policies.
reach national pr-opor-t Lons ] all

of

t l.em

af'f'ec

t,

Many of these matters
directly or indirectly,

~ational savLngs , They have an ot-vt ous and Lnt Lmate relationship to our
economic and social s t.ab f lLt.y and cannot safe1,}'be left to the whim or
caprice of a few.
The labor problem which I mentioned is one of the preszing contemporary conditions which cannot be imperiollsly treated.

Management has

a place in our economic'sun: but so does labor; so does the investor:
and so does the' consumer-s

The real owner-s of these industrial empires

have a growing feelirAg of distrust and lack of confioenne in a mana;1ement.which t:oeats Lmper-Lous Iy', unfdirly, or selfishly the corAteIllpora:oz,.
demands

of

labor; they have an increasing recognition of the fact that mid-

Victorian attitudes are ~~ither wise or expedient pn the one hand n~r
fair and equ~table on the other; they have a growing resistance to any
course which will sacrifice and not protect the human values at stake.

-M -

Ways must be found to make management
of the real owners of the business.

responsive

to the desires

To allow management

place itself above or to pay no heed to the interests
and.consumers

is to invite disaster.

these fur.damental economic
our form of corporate
long dictate

and industrial

over industry.

the life-blood

democratization

influence

trust indentures

In final analysis
supply

a large measure

on protective

and the like.

clauses

which can

They can, if they desire,

effect

before the underwriting

provision

is made for giving security

directly,

or indirectly

through

of management
position

This progress

and unsound

on their part for respectable

laws could have a profound

make certain

management,

policies.

holders

From this posi-

in charters,
assert an incapital

struc-

and healthy
halls.

that adequate

an opportunity

and honest

a

cor-

They could
ar,d proper

to participate

representatives,

in the

The ban7.ers stand, in a peCUliarly

to make constructive

cannot be delayed

in legislative

is consummated

competent

of

They can exercise

and provisions

An insistent

demand

of capital.

of pro~ection.

tures.

strategic

no royalism

they are the ones who control

second to none to prevent complicated

formulation

There can be in

in industrial

fluence

poration

by an inside few of

role, though they lose their position

of the enterprise--its

tion they can provide
wholesome

to

of labor, investors

is fatal.

organization

to continue

or control these basic matters.

can play an important

dominance

control

and human matters

In this trend towards
bankers

Remote

and demands

advances

along the lines indicated.

so as to await future .developme~ts.

a course of action made insistent

by the increasing

change in our social and economic

order.

rapidity

It is

of the rate of

